





















































































































































































Hazard Detection and Avoidance (HDA) 
Detect Crater, Rock and Slope Hazards 
and Select a Reachable Safe Site
Hazard Relative Navigation (HRN)
Navigate Precisely Relative to 
Hazards Detected On-Board to
Land at Specified Safe Site
Terrain Relative Navigation (TRN)
Reduce Navigation Dispersions During 














from lidar images 
Mosaic of LIDAR images generated 
using gimbal as spacecraft descends
close up of lidar
samples on a hazard
Roughness Map Slope Map
HDA algorithm detects slope and 
roughness hazards and computes safety map 
Safety map sent to Host Vehicle for 


































































































































































































































































































































– Aeroflex LEON3	compactPCI board
– Virtex-5	FPGA	
– X86-based	SBC
• Provides	multiple	functions
– Data	collection	and	logging
– Data	processing:	TRN	images,	initial	pose,	navigation	filter
– Time	stamping	and	time	management
– Communication	and	telemetry
– Vehicle	interfacing
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Courtesy	NASA/JPL
PL&HA Technology 
COBALT	Technology	Advancement
Flight	tests	onboard	the	Xodiac vehicle	
demonstrated:
– Successful	performance	of	the	Navigation	Doppler	
LIDAR	at	higher	altitudes	and	faster	speeds	than	
previously	flown	on	Morpheus
– Navigation	Filter	processing	of	IMU	measurements,		
TRN	images	for	position	updates,	and	NDL	velocity	
measurements
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PL&HA Technology 
Status	&	Next	Steps
• Hazard	Detection	&	Avoidance,	Hazard	Relative	Navigation
– ALHAT	still	state	of	the	art
• Terrain	Relative	Navigation
– JPL’s	Lander	Vision	System	is	state	of	the	art
– Currently	baseline	for	Mars	2020
• COBALT	payload
– March	2017:	Integration	&	tethered	flight	tests	onboard	Xodiac rocket
– April	2017:	2	Free	flights	onboard	Xodiac rocket	(COBALT	Free	Flight)
– July-August	2017:	Two	more	free	flights	planned
• Next	Steps
– Mature	NDL	TRL	level	from	5	to	6
– Test	NDL	at	higher	altitudes	and	velocities
– Develop	plan	for	blending	TRN	and	HDS/HRN
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PL&HA Technology 
Questions?
JSC
• John	M.	Carson:	COBALT	Project	Lead
• Ed	Robertson:	PL&HA	Domain	Lead
LaRC
• Farzin Amzajerdian:	NDL	Lead
• Glenn	Hines:	NDL	Chief	Engineer,	NDL	C&DH	Designer
• Diego	Pierrottet:	NDL	Systems	Engineer	&	Electronics
• Bruce	Barnes:	NDL	Systems	Integration
• Jordan	Davis:	C&DH	Board	Design	&	Test
• Larry	Petway:	NDL	Fiber	Optic	System
• Becky	Stavely:	NDL	Thermal	Engineer
• Walter	Bruce:	NDL	Thermal	Engineer
• Glenn	Farnsworth:	NDL	Lab	Engineer
• Tak-Kwong Ng:	NDL	FPGA	Engineer
• Angela	Welters:	C&DH	Hardware	and	Firmware
• Vince	Cruz:	NDL	Electronics
JPL
• Carl	Seubert:	COBALT	Payload	&	Flight	Test	Lead
• Chuck	Bergh:	Mechanical,	Electrical	&	Thermal	Lead
• Carlos	Villalpando:	Software/Avionics	Lead
• Steven	Collins:	COBALT	Nav Filter	Design
• Ara	Kourchians:	Electrical	Engineering
• John	Koehler:	Senior	Technician
• Matt	Shekels: Mechanical	Designer
• Brent	Tweddle:	PIP	Developer
• Nikolas	Trawny:	COBALT	Technical	Support	(ADAPT	&	LVS)
MSS
• Travis	O'Neal:	Project	Technical	Lead
• Jeff	Gibson:	Avionics	/	GN&C	Support
• Nathan	O’Konek:	Director	of	Business	Ops
• Reuben	Garcia:		Director	of	Technical	Ops
• Jason	Hopkins:	Business	Manager
• Joey	Oberholtzer:	Avionics	and	GN&C	support
• Ben	Dagang:	Propulsion
• Richard	Stelling:	Xodiac Pilot	/	GN&C	Lead
• Scott	Nietfeld:	Prior	Xodiac Pilot	/	GN&C	Lead
• Kyle	Nyberg:	Prior	Xodiac Crew	Chief	/	Test	Conductor
HQ
• Joe	Hernandez	(AFRC):	FO	Program,	Campaign	Manager
• Chris	Baker:	FO	Program,	Prior	Campaign	Manager
• Nantel Suzuki:	AES	Lander	Technologies	Program
• Michelle	Munk:	STMD	EDL	Principle	Technologist
• Wade	May:	STMD:GCD	Program	Element	Manager
MSFC
• Greg	Chavers:	PM,	AES	Lander	Technologies	Project
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The	multiple	individuals	and	organizations	supporting	COBALT
PL&HA Technology 
Backup
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PL&HA Technology 
Why	we	are	doing	this?
• Develop	precision	landing	capabilities	applicable	to	future	NASA	Science	and	Human	
missions:	COBALT	has	joint	funding	from	HEOMD-AES	and	STMD-GCD/FO
• Provide	full	implementation	of	integrated	hardware	and	measurement	fusion	of	NDL	
velocity/range	and	LVS	TRN	sensors	with	direct	application	to	Mars	and	Moon	precision	
navigation
• Operate	NDL	and	LVS	within	flight	profiles	closer	to	Mars	descent	conditions:	significantly	
higher	altitudes	and	descent	velocities	than	achieved	with	Morpheus	or	ADAPT/Xombie
• Test	the	ALHAT	TRN+NDL	closed-loop	operational	segment	that	was	not	achievable	
onboard	Morpheus	1.5B	with	its	current	engine
• Implement	and	demonstrate	NDL	as	a	viable	velocimeter	for	future	NASA	landers:
– The	MSL	Terminal	Descent	System	(TDS)	is	high	cost/size/mass/power,	has	parts	obsolescence,	
and	is	not	practical	for	small	robotic-class	missions	(e.g.,	Discovery	and	New	Frontiers)
– COTS	alternative	discontinued:	Mars	Insight	uses	a	flight	spare	from	Mars	Phoenix
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